Once Upon a Time

基于音乐《Undertale》

Once Upon a Time

Long ago, two races ruled the Earth, hand in hand, our magic and their strength.

MONSTERS:

Drumset
But they feared our power would grow too large. They fought us. We never stood a chance.

We surrendered. We begged for their mercy. They banished us to these depths beneath the ground.

They feared the depths beneath the ground. They fought us too large. We feared too large.

But they feared our power would grow too large. They fought us. We never stood a chance.

We surrendered. We begged for their mercy. They banished us to these depths beneath the ground.

They feared the depths beneath the ground. They fought us too large. We feared too large.
HUMAN CHILD: Hey, check this out!
FRIEND: I'm coming, slow down.
CHILD: Seriously, you don't want to miss this!
FRIEND: Be careful! You know what they say about this place.
CHILD: “Those who climb the mountain never return.” Yeah, yeah.

MONSTERS: But dow. sha their in live to here trapped in their sha-dow.

Hey, check this out!
I'm coming, slow down.
Seriously, you don't want to miss this!
Be careful! You know what they say about this place.
“Those who climb the mountain never return.” Yeah, yeah.
still we pray for a better way, and still we hope to see the light of day. When

As gore is done, we'll no longer grieve. When the Angel comes and sets us free.
FRIEND: Hey, watch out!

dim. to end